


for generations
S c a n d i n a v i a n  S a f e t y

Our story started over 50 years ago when our first child safety seat saw the light of day. At that time, car 

seats were just a place in the car to put the children. It soon became clear however that children needed 

more protection in the car so we set about developing child car seats specific to their needs.

Over 25 years ago, we designed our first rear-facing child safety seat. Since rear-facing seats are five times 

safer than forward facing*, we continue to pioneer the development and promotion of rearward-facing seats. 

HTS BeSafe has for a long time been working to promote rear-facing car seats in Europe. In 2013 new regu-

lations UN R129 were introduced including the requirement for children to remain rear facing for an extended 

time, from 9 kg (about 6 months) to 15 months. These new regulations endorse our approach. In HTS BeSafe 

we still recommend that children remain rear facing for as long as possible and preferably to the age of 4 years.  

HTS is a Norwegian family business that started in 1919. Today, the third and fourth generation are working 

in the company, while the fifth generation are testing our products. ”7 years ago my first grandchild was 

born. A gorgeous little baby, so small and fragile. To me, an important source of inspiration has been to 

protect my two children and three grandchildren in the best way possible with BeSafe car seats”, says 

CEO Hans Kristian Torgersen. For us at HTS BeSafe, safety, design and innovation are important values 

that guide our daily work. We are continuously developing our child car seats to adapt to the changes in 

car travel. Both the increased number of cars, increased speed and increased safety requirements inspire 

us to develop our products further so they protect your child in the best possible way if an accident should 

occur. Our child car seats win many awards, but to us the most important test is what happens in real life. 

”When we see that the right child safety solution for cars actually save lives, then we have achieved our 

goal, ”says Hans Kristian Torgersen, CEO of HTS.

2        *Rearfacing 5x safer. Source: Volvo and Folksam                                     3

CEO Hans Kristian Torgersen pictured with his son Kristian and his grandchild Kjersti.
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Evolution Modular

BESAFE

At BeSafe we believe that the products we use every day should have an appealing design. For us design 

means that the seat is comfortable for your child, is easy and safe to install in the car and looks great. We 

are delighted to say this approach has also led to a number of design awards. Our newest product, the 

child safety seat system iZi Modular,  recently received the Red Dot Design Award in 2015.

BeSafe’s goal is to create the World’s best child car seats. Our products are developed to meet strict safety 

requirements, offer easy usability and great comfort for the child. We carry out extreme tests to ensure that 

the seats meet our highest safety standards. We are therefore pleased that also the independent tests show 

that our seats score so highly on safety. You can read more about the tests on the product pages in this 

catalogue, and more about all test results on our website at www.besafe.com.

Te s t s & Awards
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N e w - iZi Modular
BeSafe continuously develop new innovative  products that make everyday life safer 

for children in cars. We are now launching the child safety seat system iZi Modular.  iZi 

Modular consists of an ISOfix base that can be used with a baby seat or a toddler seat. 

In this way, the same base can be used from 0 to approximately 4 years of age. When 

your baby grows too big for the baby seat, you simply remove it from the base and 

click  on the next toddler seat. The toddler seat can also be used forward facing. It’s 

also very easy to move the car seat between cars using the BeSafe iZi Modular i-Size 

base. The child safety seat system is designed to be very compact in the car, and has 

a patented feature that allows the base to be extended to give more leg room to the 

child as they grow bigger. iZi Modular is approved according to the the toughest regulations 

for car seats, UN R129 (i-Size). 
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BeSafe iZi Go Modular i-Size Received: Red Dot Design Award 2015  Height: 40-75 cm 

Age: Approx. 0 - 12 months Approved: UN r129 (i-Size)  Installation:  ISOfix with base/three point vehicle belt  Direction: Rearfacing 

BeSafe iZi Go Modular is designed to protect your baby in the best possible way. It is very comfortable for the 

baby and a clever magnet system keeps the belts out of the way when helping baby in and out of the seat. A large 

sunshade with ventilation and UPF 50+ protection is handy both in the car and outdoors. The ergonomic handle 

makes the seat practical, comfortable and easy to use in everyday life. BeSafe iZi Go Modular is approved for a large 

number of pushchairs, so you can easily move the baby seat from the vehicle over to the pushchair without taking 

the baby out of the car seat. Please see list of compatible pushchairs/strollers on our website at www.besafe.com.

9

Go on road trips and discover the world 

together, or click the baby seat on your pushchair 

and enjoy the day outdoors together!



BeSafe iZi Modular consists of an 

ISOfix base that can be used with a 

baby seat or a toddler seat. When 

your baby has grown out of the baby 

seat, you can easily release it from the 

base and click on the toddler seat. 

Safe and easy installation with ISOfix

Release the base with a click 

Colour indicators ensure correct installation 

iZi Modular has adjustable sleeping positions and adjustable leg room for the growing child. 11

Security and usability in focus. Colour - and sound indicators 

ensure correct installation.



BeSafe iZi Modular i-Size Received: Red Dot Design Award 2015  Height: 61-105 cm rear facing. 88 - 105 cm forward facing

Age: Approx. 6 months - 4 years  Approved:  UN r129 (i-Size) Installation: ISOfix with base  Direction: Rear facing/forward facing  

iZi Modular i-Size installs quickly and securely onto the ISOfix base. The child safety system is designed to be compact in the 

car. At the same time a patented feature makes it possible to extend the base to allow for more legroom as the child grows 

bigger. iZi Modular i-Size can be adjusted into several sleeping positions. You can easily adjust the integrated head rest and 

harness in a single action. BeSafe recommends rear facing as long as possible, and preferably to 4 years. iZi Modular i-Size 

can also be fitted forward facing.

Great comfort and smart solutions 

that grow with your child, and a safe 

and very easy installation.
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1.  Smart access It is easy to adjust 

the car seat after your child gets 

into the seat; headrest and harness 

proportionally adjusts with a simple 

action. Magnets in the shoulder pads 

hold the harness away making it easy 

to help your child into the car seat.

4.  SIP+ The new innovative solution 

SIP+ (Side Impact Protection+) 

increases the safety in the case of 

a side impact. SIP+ is mounted on 

the side of the seat, towards the 

door of the car. 

7. Rear impact safety brace The 

strong safety brace limits the car seats 

rotation up- and backwards in a rear 

impact collision. This innovative solution 

holds the car seat in the position it 

should be, and thereby protects the 

child. BeSafe is also using a unique 

energy-absorbing system where the 

ISOfix-arms limit the forces on the child.

8. Correct installation To benefit from 

all the safety performance the seat 

can offer, the installation in the car 

has to be correct. BeSafe has introdu-

ced several indicators and easy fitting 

methods to simplify the installation. 

Nevertheless it is always necessary to 

read the user manual and follow the 

installation instructions precisely.

5. Adjusted for the growing child 
BeSafe child car seats are designed 

to be easily adjusted to suit the growing 

child. The harness and the headrest can 

easily be adapted to the child’s height, 

and the cushions can be removed. 

6. More leg room In order to make 

better use of the room in the car, our 

newest child car seats can be moun-

ted in a compact way by adjusting 

the safety brace and the ISOfix arms. 

Our patented solution allows the base 

to then be adjusted to allow for more 

leg room when needed.

9. Floor support The support leg gives 

the car seat support in a frontal colli-

sion. The colour and sound indicators 

show that the support leg is in the right 

position, ensuring the car seat gives 

your child optimal protection.

10. Click Safety System (CSS) = ISO-
fix/FIX ISOfix offers a quick and simple 

method of fitting your car seat, and the-

refore reduces the danger at an incorrect 

installation. ISOfix is the best installation 

method when it comes to preventing 

incorrect installation. This is proven by 

several field studies about misuse. Your 

child can therefore be secured in the 

best way possible, every time. 

3. 5 point safety A 5–point harness 

secures the child better, since it dis-

tributes the forces over the strongest 

areas of the child’s body – shoulders 

and hips – and not just the stomach 

and chest. This is the reason why 

BeSafe uses 5 –point harnesses in all 

of our car seats with internal belts.

2.  Patented beltguide At BeSafe we 

try our best to make our car  seats as 

safe as possible, but also as easy as 

possible to install. The 3 point belt and 

the lock system is always visible. This 

is the best solution to reduce incorrect 

installation.

BeSafe has the goal to create the world’s best child car seats. Our 

driving force is the desire to protect the most precious thing in 

life, our children. Our products are developed to meet strict safety 

requirements, offer easy usability and great comfort for the child. 

We continuously develop new innovative BeSafe products that 

make everyday life safer for children in cars. All BeSafe child seats 

undergo crash tests that are tougher than the current approval 

tests. Everything for your child’s safety.

B e S a fe - focusing on innovation
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B a b y

L i f e  is a magical journey



When we designed BeSafe iZi Go X1, of course safety was the most important criteria for us. In addition, we wanted 

the baby car seat to be light, robust and practical. Belt installation is easy and safe. The ISOfix-base makes life even 

easier - BeSafe iZi Go X1 easily clicks onto the base, for correct and safe installation every time. BeSafe iZi Go X1 can 

easily be lifted in or out of the car, or attached to the pushchair chassis. Please see list of compatible pushchairs/

strollers on our website www.carseat.co.uk. With ergonomic carrying handle and large integrated sun shade, this car 

seat is constructed with stylish design and ease-of-use top-of-mind.

BeSafe iZi GO X1 has received test awards and design awards from*: Stiftung Warentest, ADAC, Auto Motor und Sport and WHICH?*  

Weight: 0-13 kg  Age: Approx. 0 - 1 year Group: 0+  Approved: ECE r44 04 Installation:   ISOfix with base/three point vehicle belt  Direction: Rear facing  

    *
You can read more about all tests on our website www.besafe.com        19

Stylish design, ease-of-use and 

simple installation on both pushchair chassis 

and in the car.



To d d l e r s 

Good company  shortens the miles!



R e a r  f a c i n g - Five times safer

Frontal impact tests show that strain on the neck is five times greater forward facing than 

rear - facing. In a frontal impact, when the child is sitting forward facing, the child is thrown 

forward in the seat applying a major strain on the neck. In addition, the child risks injury 

by stricking the front seats. If the child car seat is rearfacing, the seat shell will act as a 

protective shield and absorb the impact. Also, please also do remember to secure all loose 

objects in the car.

Children are especially vulnerable in the event of a car crash. Their heads are disproportionately 

heavy in relation to the rest of the body and the neck is not yet fully developed. If a child is sitting 

forward facing in a frontal impact, the head is thrown forward with a tremendous force, resulting 

in a substantial strain on the neck and head.

Since we developed our first rear-facing child car seat over 25 years ago BeSafe has continued 

working for rear facing child safety. Research shows that rear-facing seats are the safest choice.* 

The new i-Size regulations for securing children in cars puts greater focus on rear-facing car 

seats. The regulations made rear-facing car seats mandatory until the child is 15 months. This 

is a good first step. We will continue our efforts to make rear-facing seats mandatory for even 

longer. BeSafe recommends rear-facing for as long as possible, preferably up to the age of 4 years. 

     * Rearfacing 5x safer. Source: Volvo and Folksam             23

Seat direction    Forward facing                                   Seat direction    Rearfacing 
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In iZi Plus we have combined our experience from more than 25 years of developing rear-facing car seats with the latest 

crash test research. This has resulted in the iZi Plus allowing children to remain rear facing right up to 25 kg. iZi Plus is now 

a test winner 3x times, most recently in Folksam’s test of car seats * * Folksam, December 2015

The iZi Kid X2 i-Size is approved to the new regulation UN r 129 (i-Size) and also the tough crash test The Plus test. iZi 

Kid X2 i-Size is an upgraded version of its predecessor iZi Kid X1 i-Size. The biggest difference is the new, innovative 

solution SIP + (Side Impact Protection +). With SIP + attached on the side of the seat closest to the door, the SIP+ 

further increases the safety performance of the seat in the event of a side impact collision.

iZi Plus Recieved: Plus test approved Testwinner  2015  Weight:  0-25 kg  Age: Approx. 6 months - 5 years Group: 0+/1 and 2 

Approved: : ECE r44 04 Installation Three point belt Direction:  Rearfacing 

Test winner!* 
December 2015

 Belt installation, rearfacing car seat 

with a long usable lifetime. 

iZi Kid X2 i-Size Recieved: Plus test 2015 approved

Height: 61 -105 cm Age:  Approx. 6 months - 4 years Approved: UN r 129 (i-Size)  Installation: ISOfix  Direction:  Rearfacing 

The Scandinavian Choice: 

ISOfix-fitted rearfacing car seat with 

great sleeping positions

24                                      ** You can read more about all tests on our website www.besafe.com 25

For the child the 

world is at least as exciting, 

but even safer, rearfacing!



BeSafe recommends that children sit rear facing for as long as possible, preferably until they are 4 years old. Sitting 

rear facing is five times safer for children in this age group. iZi Combi X4 ISOfix can be installed close to the back of 

the seat when the child is small - giving you an extra ten centimeters legroom. The adjustable ISOfix arms make it easy 

to adjust the car seat as the child grows increasing their leg room when rear facing. The car seat can also be fitted 

forward facing. iZi Combi X4 ISOfix comes with a 5-point internal harness with magnets to hold the harness open, 

easy installation and adjustment, and gives your child great comfort and sleeping positions.

Flexible car seat that 

can be fitted both rearfacing 

and forward facing.

Weight: 0-18 kg Age:  Approx. 6 months - 4 years Group: 0/1 and 1 Approved: ECE r44-04 Installation:  ISOfix or Three-point belt  

(forward-facing) Direction: Rearfacing 0 - 18 kg (ISOfix), forward facing 9 -18 kg (three point vehicle belt)

iZi Comfort is a forward facing car seat. The seat has extra cushion comforts and offers great visibility for the child. iZi 

Comfort X3 ISOfix can be installed either with ISOfix or with the three point car seatbelts. iZi Comfort X3 is installed using the 

three point car seatbelt. Thanks to a unique installation system the car seat is very easy to install. This of course gives better 

security for the child. The recline or sleeping positions are easily adjusted without the need to move the seat. The five point 

harness and the built-in side impact protection further protect the child’s head, neck and body.

Weigh: 9-18 kg Age: Approx. 1 - 4 years Group: 1  Approved: ECE r44-04 Direction:  Forward facing 

Installation:  iZi Comfort X3 three point vehicle belt/ iZi Comfort X3 ISOfix with ISOfix

Thanks to a unique

 belt-routing solution, the 

iZi Comfort X3 is very easy 

to install in the car.

27



Arrive safely  and comfortably

O l d e r  C h i l d r e n 
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We want to provide the safest travel for older children too. The result is iZi Up X3 FIX. It is a very easy to use seat and 

adjusts proportionally to the child’s size - with just one simple action. iZi Up X3 FIX places the seatbelt correctly over 

the child’s body. ISOfix arms contribute to our unique Side Impact Rotation System, which keeps the child’s head in a 

better position during a side impact. This ensures better protection also for the older children. 

Weight: 15-36 kg Age: Approx. 4 - 12 years Group: 2/3 Approved: ECE r44-04 Installation: Three point vehicle belt and ISOfix Direction: Forward facing

iZi Up X3 provides your child with great safety and comfort - and your child can easily adjust their own sleeping positions by 

using the handles on the sides. The car seat is installed with the 3 point car seatbelt and iZi Up X3 is easily adjusted to the 

child as they grow. The enclosed belt routing keeps the seatbelt in place and in proper position over the child’s shoulder. In 

order to avoid incorrect installation, iZi Up X3  does not have any unnecessary belt horns.

Weight: 15-36 kg Age:  Approx. 4 - 12 years Group: 2/3  Approved ECE r44-04 Installation:  Three point vehicle belt  Direction:  Forward facing 

Excellent safety, great comfort 

and  ease of use - for the 

older children too.
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Unique Side Impact Rotation

Extremely good protection for your child, thanks to the revolutionary Side 

Impact Rotation System (SIR), which will protect your child in the event of a 

side-on collision by allowing the child car seat to rotate away. 

Protect older children as well

 - for as long as possible.



BeSafe Pregnant and BeSafe Pregnant iZi FIX protect both the mother and the child, and are recommended from the 

second month of pregnancy. The pregnancy belt ensures the vehicle seat belt is in the correct position across the body so 

that the mother is properly secured while the hip belt is simultaneously guided away from her stomach and unborn baby. 

BeSafe Pregnant iZi FIX can be installed on the car’s ISOfix attachments on either the front passenger or back seats or 

driver’s seat using the strap included. BeSafe Pregnant can be installed with the accompanying strap on the passenger or 

the driver’s seat. BeSafe Pregnant is crash testet according to ECE R16 (approval for safety belts).

Recommended: From the second month of pregnancy 
Installation::  ISOfix and three point vehicle belt, or fitting strap and three point belt  Tested: ECE R16

Seatbelt placemet 
without BeSafe 
Pregnant

Seatbelt placement  
with BeSafe 
Pregnant

32

One belt 
-  two lives 



#97    #98    #99

Belt collector

SIP+

Pregnant iZi FIX

Item no.: 520100

Pregnant

Item no.: 520033

iZi Kid,  iZi Plus, iZi Combi, 

iZi Comfort, iZi Up, iZi Up 

FIX, iZi Modular i-Size

Item no.: 505257

iZi Kid,  iZi Plus, iZi Combi, 

iZi Modular i-Size

Item no.: 505166

Item no.: 5535xx BeSafe iZi Go

Item no.: 5252xx iZi Kid, iZI 

Combi, iZi Plus, iZi Comfort X3

Item no.: 5122xx iZi UP 

iZi Kid, iZi Combi,

iZi Plus

Item no.: 505001

Activity cover 
with pockets 

Kick cover, 
padded Anchor belts

Extra 
cover

BeSafe iZi Go, BeSafe iZi Go 

Modular, iZi Kid, iZI Combi, 

iZi Plus, iZi Moduar i-Size

Item no.: 511014

Item no.: 511016 BeSafe iZi Go, BeSafe 

iZi Go Modular, iZi Kid, 

iZI Combi, iZi Plus, iZi 

Comfort, iZi Modular i-Size    

Item. no.: 505400

iZi Kid, iZi Combi, 

Item no.: 503020

Gjelder ikke ISOfix- 

modellene. 

Baby mirror Sun canopy Wedge

When your child car seat is installed in your vehicle, it is important to check all the points at which 

it may come in contact with the car’s interior. We recommend using a BeSafe protection cover or 

activity cover in such areas, to avoid scratches, holes, marks, or discoloration of the car’s interior.

Make the car trip even safer and more comfortable.

Acce s s o r i e s

Rear facing package

Protective cover

Forward facing package

This is pulled over the original cover of your 
child seat to protect it and also to keep it cool 
on hot summer days.

Item no.: 5535xx 
iZi Go

Item no.: 5252xx
iZi Kid, iZi Combi, iZi Plus, iZi Comfort

Item no.: 5122xx
iZi Up X3, iZi Up X3 FIX

This accessories package is for your rear-facing 
car seat. It contains kick cover, sun shade, belt 
collector, mirror and baby on board sign. 

Item no.: 505010
BeSafe iZi Go, BeSafe iZi Go Modular,
iZi Kid, iZi Kid i-Size, iZi Plus, iZi Combi,
iZi Combi ISOfix, iZi Modular i-Size

This accessories package is for your forward
facing car seat. It contains activity cover, sun
shade, belt collector and baby on board sign.

Item no.: 505011
iZi Combi, iZi Combi ISOfix, 
iZi Comfort, iZi Comfort ISOfix, 
iZi Up, iZi Up FIX, iZi Modular i-Size

Find more information on our website www.besafe.com34 35

iZi Kid, iZi Combi, iZi Plus, 

iZi Comfort 

Item. no.: 511021

iZi Modular i-Size base

Item no.: 505254

Front brace Pregnancy belt 

BeSafe Footmuff
Kick-proof cover, 
leather-look Sun shadeRain cover

BeSafe iZi Go, BeSafe 

iZi Go Modular 

Item no.: 5533xx

iZi Kid,  iZi Plus, iZi 

Combi, iZi Comfort, 

iZi Up X3, iZi Up X3 

FIX, iZi Modular i-Size

Item no.: 505106

BeSafe iZi Go, BeSafe 

iZi Go Modular 

Item no.: 540200

iZi Kid, iZi Combi, iZi Plus, 

iZi Comfort 

Item no.: 530864

# 64 

# 70

# 71 

# 72 

# 73



This year’s collection is divided into four textile lines: Melange, Premium, Fresh and Tone in 

Tone. Melange is an exclusive and elegant fabric. Premium and Fresh Series have a sleek and 

classic design, while Tone in Tone is an elegant and contemporary variant with shades of colour.

C o l l e c t i o n  overview 

NEW! 

iZi Modular

BeSafe iZi Go Modular  Item no.: 5600xx

○  Height: 40-75 cm  ○  Age: Approx. 0 - 12 months ○  Approved: UN r129 (i-Size) ○ Installation: ISOfix with base/

three point vehicle belt  ○  Direction: Rearfacing  ○ Extreme tested: Yes

  #01 #02 #03  #07  #08  #64  

   #01 #02 #03  #07  #08                 #64  

iZi Modular i-Size  Item no.:  5800xx

○ Height: B196:C202-105 cm rear facing 88 - 105 cm forward facing ○  Age: Approx. 6 months - 4 years ○ Approved: 

UN r129 (i-Size)  ○  Installation: ISOfix with base ○  Direction: Rearfacing/forward facing ○  Extreme tested: Yes

○ Weight: 0 - 13 kg ○  Age: Approx. 0 - 1 years ○ Approved: ECE r44-04 ○ Installation: ISOfix with base/three point vehicle belt 

○  Direction: Rearfacing  ○  Extreme tested: Yes

BeSafe iZi Go X1   Item no.:  5530xx

  #64  #70  #71  #72  #73  
36 37



  #46  #64 #70  #71  #72  #73 

 

 

BeSafe iZi Go ISOfix - base 

with BeSafe iZi Go X1

 #555001 

iZi Kid X2 i-Size                              Item no.: 5730xx

 ○  Height: 61 - 105 cm ○  Age: Approx.6 months - 4 years  ○  Approved: UN r129 (i-Size)  ○  Installation: ISOfix

○  Direction: Rearfacing  ○  Extreme tested: Yes 

  #46 #64 #70  #71  #72  #73  

iZi Plus  Item no.: 5320xx

○  Age: Approx. 6 months - 5 years ○ Weight: 0 - 25 kg ○ Approved: ECE r44 04 ○ Installation: Three point vehicle belt 

○  Direction: Rearfacing   ○  Extreme tested: Yes

 #46  #64 #70  #71  #72 #73  

iZi Combi X4 ISOfix  Item no.: 5390xx

○  Weight: 0 - 18 kg ○  Age: Approx. 6 months - 4 years ○  Approved: ECE r44 04 ○  Installation: ISOfix/three point  

vehicle belt (forward-facing) ○  Direction: Rearfacing 0 - 18 kg (ISOfix), forward facing 9 - 18 kg (three point belt)  

○  Extreme tested: Yes

  #46  #64 #70  #71  #72 #73  

iZi Comfort X3/iZi Comfort X3 ISOfix Item no.: 5281xx

○  Weight: 9 - 18 kg ○  Age: Approx. 1 - 4 years ○  Approved: ECE r44 04 ○  Installation: iZi Comfort X3 three point vehicle 

belt/iZi Comfort X3 ISOfix with ISOfix ○ Direction: Forward facing  ○  Extreme tested: Yes

○ Weight: 15-36 kg ○  Age: Approx. 4 - 12 years ○ Approved: ECE r44 04 ○ Installation: iZi Up X3 three point belt. iZi Up X3 FIX three 

point vehicle belt and ISOfix ○ Direction: Forward facing ○ Extreme tested: Yes

iZi Up X3/iZi Up X3 FIX   iZi Up X3 Item no.:  5121xx / iZi Up X3 FIX Item no.: 5151xx

  #46  #64 #70  #71  #72 #73 

 (Only iZi UP X3 FIX) 

BeSafe iZi Modular i-Size - base I  BeSafe iZi GO ISOfix - base 

○   Height: 40-105 cm ○  Age: Approx. 0-4 years ○ Approved:  

UN r129 (i-Size) ○ Installation base: ISOfix ○ Used with BeSafe 

iZi Go Modular or iZi Modular i-Size

BeSafe iZi Modular i-Size -base; 
with BeSafe iZi Go Modular 

and iZi Modular i-Size

#569500

38 39

○ Weight: 0-13 kg ○ Age: Approx. 0-1 year ○ Approved: ECE r44 04 

○ Installation base: ISOfix ○ Used with BeSafe iZi Go X1
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HTS BeSafe AS
NO-3535 Krøderen, Norway

Tel: +47 32 15 08 00

E-mail: marked@hts.no

www.besafe.com

Visit and like us 

on Facebook

www.facebook.com/besafe

Find us on Instagram:

besafeinternational


